I. **Report Date:** May 2023

II. **MLA-L Mediator Officer**

III. **Special Officer:** Stephen Landstreet

IV. **Board Action Required:** None

V. **Brief Summary of Activities:** Met online with the MLA Code of Conduct Working Group in mid-March and discussed how the CoC might apply to mediation on MLA-L as well as ideas for improving both.

VI. **Alignment with the 2022-2030 Strategic Plan Objectives:**
The role of the MLA-L Mediator rides on the success and importance of MLA-L itself, which is critical to MLA’s Values of: Advocacy, Collaboration, and Community. The Mediator should help to support DEIA (Goal Area 1, Objective1.2; GA 3, Obj.3.4 and 3.6) as well as GA 4, Obj. 4.1).

VII. **Implicit Bias Testing Reporting:** No tests taken during the past 12 months.